Quick gifts with your Serger
To make a table runner and four napkins and wired ribbons to match:
A 1 ½ yards - Light colored fabric (for napkins, table runner insert, and ribbons)
B ¾ yard – Darker colored fabric (for table runner and ribbons)
C ½ yard – flannel or thin quilt or heat resistant batting
CUT THE FABRIC

NOTE: The leftover fabric scraps are
the ribbon fabric and test scraps
necessary to set up your serger.
The number and size of the ribbons
depends on the original WOF (width of
fabric) and the widths of the ribbons that
you choose to make.
Allow ½ to ¾ inch for serging and
trimming waste when planning the width
of your ribbons.

PREPARE YOUR SERGER
Table Runner:
3 thread wide overlock stitch on single
layer of fabric.
Rolled edge for napkins and ribbons*:
3 thread narrow rolled hem
Or
3 thread narrow overlock stitch
Or
2 thread rolled hem
*Wired edge ribbons will include a
wire encased in the rolled hem.

REMEMBER to keep record of your
settings in your manual.

FABRIC C - Cut the same as table runner finished size minus ½ inch –
www.kathybagioni.com
see
Fabric A
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SERGE
Table runner

1. Serge finish the marked edges of a single
thickness of the darker fabric with the right
side up. (This becomes the bottom and
borders of the table runner. )
2. Fold up desired border widths and press.
3. Miter the edges: Fold right side of fabric
together with border fold lines touching and
corners making 45o angle folds. Mark
sewing line 90o to resulting fold line and sew.
Trim. Fold to right side.
4. Insert light colored fabric insert and batting.
Topstitch through the serger trim to secure all
three layers.

Napkins
1. Stitch a rolled hem on all four sides of single thickness of fabric.
2. Secure corners
3. Trim

Wired ribbons

NOTE: The ribbons you can make will depend on the
original WOF of your fabric and the width of the ribbons
you desire. If you need longer ribbons you can seam them
together before serging the edges.

1. Set up serger for rolled hem with wire feeding to the left of the knife but to the right of the needle.
2. BE CAREFUL TO KEEP THE WIRE AWAY FROM THE CUTTING KNIFE.
3. Serge slowly and evenly. Try to keep the ribbon straight as it comes out the back of the serger.
4. When you reach the end of the ribbon, cut the wire with cutting pliers and keep serging until the
remaining wire is totally encased. Remove the wired ribbon from the machine and trim the threads
ONLY. Apply the wired edge to the second side.
5. Use seam sealant on corners and allow to dry overnight. Cut wire with cutting pliers and trim threads
with scissors. DO NOT CUT WIRE WITH YOUR SCISSORS. You will ruin them.
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